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Chapter 25
On the second day of arriving at Qingniao City, Qingniao city government organized a
welcome banquet with high specifications. A vice mayor attended the banquet. He
started with the national policy and the friendship between the two places and spoke
for half an hour. Several county heads in charge of the frontier came, led by a senior
official. The senior official talked for another half an hour without changing his
dressing. At the beginning of the banquet, Zhang Fan was stunned. Shrimp, prawns,
prawns thicker than Zhang Fan's arms, crabs, and all kinds of seafood he had never
seen. There are ten people at a table. Many of them don't eat shrimp and crabs. Come
on, Zhang Fan copied it.

After eating and drinking enough, he entered the Department and began to study for
half a year. Zhang Fan studied in the name of surgery, which department is uncertain.
The hospital leader asked Zhang Fan. Zhang Fan reported to the Department of
traumatic orthopedics before upgrading. Large places, large hospitals, many patients
and many operations. As soon as he entered the Department, director Lin Cong didn't
know Zhang Fan, so he arranged several operations to take out the steel plate and let
Zhang Fan take a look on the stage.

Weigh Zhang Fan first. If the steel plate can't be removed, you have to practice slowly
from the foundation. The president of the Affiliated Hospital of the Youth University
has repeatedly stressed at the meeting that this is a political task and we must worry
about it and not deal with it carelessly. The assistant assigned by the director to Zhang
Fan is a senior doctor. Huo Qinghua has been admitted to the vice high school for
several years, but the hospital has no professional title, so he can only be the doctor.

The Dean repeatedly stressed that the Department Directors' meeting said that the
department doctors were also very curious about Zhang Fan. Although they are from
the west, they are very enthusiastic about Zhang Fan. First, the people on Qingniao's
side are atmospheric, and second, Zhang Fan has no conflict of interest with them.
Therefore, the doctors in the Department also fully cooperate.

Operating room, today's operation is to take a clavicle plate“ Mr. Huo, I'll wash my
hands and disinfect first. "

"Let's go together." The bottom line of surgery is aseptic operation. Huo Qinghua
came to Zhang Fan as an assistant with a task. First observe Zhang Fan's various
operation specifications. If Zhang fan can't do it, Huo Qinghua has to do it. Hand
washing, disinfection and towel laying are standard and accurate without any problem.



Just about to start the operation, Huo Qinghua's phone rang. It's unrealistic for the
surgeon not to answer the phone during the operation. Sometimes the patient in charge
of the bed has problems, and the attending doctor should know at the first time. The
itinerant nurse took the mobile phone and put it in Huo Qinghua's ear. He waved his
hand, meaning to ask Zhang Fan to wait. As a result, Zhang Fan thought he was asked
to do it first!

For Zhang Fan, the clavicle plate is no longer basic. For a novice who has not done
several operations, it is not simple. The lobes and arteries are below. Sometimes one
force is too strong and the plate is not removed, resulting in the breaking of the
clavicle.

Huo Qinghua bowed his head after calling, "yo! Doctor Zhang is quick. All the steel
plates have been removed. " A patient's phone call, the postoperative joint pain was
severe, and the family members were a little unhappy. Huo Qinghua explained on the
phone for more than ten minutes.

"Mr. Huo, if you are busy, you can go first, and I can be alone behind."

He came with a task. Of course, he can't go down first. Those in front don't see it.
Those in the back must have a look, "it's all right. It's solved." Clean up congestion and
callus, and suture muscles and skin. Zhang Fan who is skilled can no longer be skilled.
Huo Qinghua was surprised: "look at this posture, the operation has not been done
less." In less than half an hour, even the anesthesia belt was operated on, and it was
over.

The first one, Huo Qinghua didn't notice. The second one, he was obsessed with a
radial plate. After a set came down, Huo Qinghua asked, "Dr. Zhang was the main
doctor in the exam that year. There are a lot of orthopedic patients in your hospital."

"I just graduated from college last year." Zhang Fan smiled.

"I'll go. Does this boy take steel plates every day in the hospital! You can't be so
skilled in taking steel plates every day. " Huo Qinghua looked at Zhang Fan strangely.

Director Lin Cong's office, "how about Dr. Zhang's operation specifications?" Lin
Cong asked.

"There's no problem with hand washing and disinfection. If I were allowed to do these
steel plate operations today, I wouldn't be as good as him or as fast as him." Huo



Qinghua replied.

"No." Lin Cong almost spit out the water he drank. He knows the level of Huo
Qinghua. Dr. Qingda is a leader of the younger generation of orthopedics.

"What's more surprising is that this boy just graduated from college last year!" Huo
Qinghua said with a smile.

"Hi! That's interesting. Tomorrow's trauma surgery, let him go, you help stand on the
stage and then observe. " After all, it's easy to take the steel plate. Lin Cong didn't take
it too seriously.

The next day, the operation was upgraded. In the county hospital, there is no one for
trauma and fracture for several days. Sometimes people just come to the hospital to
open a referral certificate. If you want to do it, they don't do it. But it's different here. I
didn't finish the emergency last night. Femoral fractures, tibiofibula, ulna and radius,
not too much. Trauma orthopedics reached 70% in the county hospital, which is very
skilled for Zhang Fan. The strengthening of Zhang Fan's body by the system not only
makes him dry and eat more, but also improves his sensitivity“ Steady, fast and gentle,
all at this level, do you still come to study? I don't think he came here to smash the
field. " Huo Qinghua looked more and more surprised. Some traumatic bones were
broken badly. Even if he did it, he had to think about it, but Zhang Fan did it without
pause, and it was very good“ Dr. Zhang has great attainments in alignment and
alignment standards. " It can be praised by a top three doctor at the provincial level,
which shows that the power of this system is not ordinary.

"How?" Still in director Lin Cong's office.

"Cow, quite cow. As far as Zhang Fan's level is concerned, only the director of our
department can take you, but we can't. Slap in the face! "

"Exaggerated. It can't be too bad. You don't want to bring it. Don't play kites for me. "
Lin Cong doesn't believe it. Your sister is more and more surprised. She is almost the
protagonist of the novel.

"It's no exaggeration. Why don't you see it yourself tomorrow!"

"How many elective surgeries are there tomorrow?"

"I have two femoral fractures in my hand. One of them is badly broken. Whether it is
external fixation or internal fixation should be discussed at the Department business
meeting“

"You go get the film and I'll see."



After a while, Huo Qinghua came with the film“ Internal fixation. This person is a
little old. I'm afraid he can't stand external fixation. Internal fixation can achieve
physiological alignment. Zhang Fan and I will be arranged for the operation tomorrow.
If you dare to talk nonsense to me, I'll smoke you. " Northern man, it's exaggerated,
but he still has a temper.

"Don't be too surprised tomorrow. Prepare blood pressure medicine and don't scare
your blood pressure up again." Lin Cong has a little high blood pressure.

Director Lin Cong tries to smash Huo Qinghua with a cup. Lao Huo sneaks out. He
was brought up by the director alone, a bit like a teacher apprentice relationship.
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